
Prepared for Contoso, Inc.

Scan Date: 07/10/2020 19:51:15. Scan completed in 14 minutes.

Directory Domain Scanned: contoso.com (Found 5302 accounts of which 4369 are enabled.)

Weaknesses Found: 2368

Most enterprises use Active Directory (AD) as the cornerstone of their IT systems and store domain accounts in the AD database. 

It’s important to understand how easy it is to crack AD passwords and take the necessary steps to protect them. 

The Active Directory Weak Password Finder examines the passwords of your AD accounts to determine if your organization is 

susceptible to password-related attacks. It connects to your AD to retrieve your password table and analyzes passwords against 

failure types that increase your risk.

All passwords can be cracked given enough time. Passwords set by humans tend to be the least secure. Unfortunately, the default 

domain password policy, which admins use to enforce password rules in Active Directory, is usually not configured to force good 

passwords, and in many cases doesn’t provide necessary controls.

The password policy within AD enforces password length, complexity, and history, but doesn’t control what the password is, just 

how long it is and what characters are inside. Many people will use easily guessable passwords like Password!@# because they 

technically meet the standards and are also easy for them to remember.

To prevent cyber criminals from repeatedly guessing the passwords of user accounts, AD supports account lockout policies. But if 

a criminal were to take a single password and try it against every single account in an organization, lockouts wouldn’t protect you.

While settings in AD provide flexibility for IT administrators, they also increase risk. Plain text passwords can be exposed within 

Active Directory, which represents a major vulnerability. Older encryption settings and default passwords can easily be left in place.

Proactive and ongoing management is essential to maintaining the security of Active Directory accounts and passwords. You can 

use the results of this report to identify areas of highest risk so that you can prioritize your security updates. The associated file 

shows additional detail for specific user accounts and computers that require immediate attention.
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Weak Password Analysis Summary

Administrative accounts whose passwords should be changed 0

Service accounts whose passwords should be changed  0

Accounts with weak passwords 1024

Accounts with non-unique password 0

Passwords stored using reversible encryption 510

Passwords stored in LM hash form 115

Computer accounts with default passwords 255

Delegatable administrative accounts 185

Accounts missing Kerberos AES keys 190

Accounts with Kerberos DES-only encryption 89

Accounts with Kerberos pre-authentication disabled 0
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Delinea is a leading provider of privileged access management (PAM) solutions that make security 
seamless for the modern, hybrid enterprise. Our solutions empower organizations to secure critical 
data, devices, code, and cloud infrastructure to help reduce risk, ensure compliance, and simplify 
security. Delinea removes complexity and defines the boundaries of access for thousands of 
customers worldwide. Our customers range from small businesses to the world’s largest financial 
institutions, intelligence agencies, and critical infrastructure companies. delinea.com
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Every account in AD should be properly secured to decrease the likelihood and scope of a cyber attack. All account passwords 

should be complex, unique, and stored using modern cryptographic algorithms. You should regularly rotate passwords and 

disable or expire those no longer in use.

Privileged accounts, such as IT administrative accounts and service accounts, are most essential to secure as they provide 

access to critical IT systems and processes. You should limit all accounts to the minimum privileges required, including 

membership in privileged groups.

It’s difficult and time-consuming to manage privileged security with only with AD and group membership. Integration between 

AD and enterprise Privileged Access Management (PAM) solutions provide additional security controls for credential 

management, authentication, access, and monitoring.

Learn more about how Delinea works with Active Directory to protect your privileged accounts

Delinea empowers more than 10,000 organizations around the globe, from small businesses to the Fortune 500, to manage 

privileged access.

Secret Server
Secret Server is the only fully featured PAM solution available both on premise and in the cloud. Delinea’s award-
winning software gives security and IT ops teams the agility to secure and manage all types of privileges, protecting 
administrator, service, application, and root accounts from cyber attack. You can set up a secure vault, discover 
privileges, manage secrets, delegate access, and control sessions – all from a central hub.

Secret Server’s AD integration enables users to sign in with their normal domain account to gain access to privileged 
accounts, such as their domain administrator credential. By assigning access in Secret Server based on security 
groups, you won’t have to manually grant permissions every time a new admin needs access or users change roles.

Try Secret Server and AD integration for yourself with a free, 30-day trial

https://delinea.com/ 
https://delinea.com/products/secret-server

